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After a devastating MS diagnosis, one girl shares her inspirational journey in gratitude and generosity--in
this NY Times bestseller.At age group thirty-five, Cami Walker was burdened by an intensified struggle
with multiple sclerosis, a chronic neurological disease that left her debilitated and depressed.29 Gifts is the
insightful story of the author's life change as she embraces and reflects on the naturally reciprocal process of
giving. After that she received an uncommon "prescription" from South African healer Mbali Creazzo: Hand
out 29 gifts in 29 days. 29 Gifts shows how a simple, daily practice of altruism can dramatically modify
your outlook on the world. Yet the acts had been transformative. By Day time 29, not only had Walker's
health and pleasure improved, but she experienced also created a worldwide giving movement. Many of
Walker's gifts were simple--a phone call, spare modification, a Kleenex.
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Life Changing Book! This book is in the midst of actually changing my entire life for the better! After
scanning this, I decided to do the "29 Gifts in 29 Days". I'm on Day 15 right now, and I can honestly say that
when I give someone (especially a stranger) a random gift it makes my whole time brighter! I hope to
contact you for permission to quote your publication to show that spiritual truth spans all generations. The
feel good feeling places us in a welcoming space to share and received sunshine in our lives and that's what
makes the world go around and over and over. A pal of hers Mbali "recommended" a treatment of
sorts,"Give 29 gifts in 29 Days", you must give from the center and think about what you DO possess
instead of what you Don't possess. Sometimes factors went well, occasionally they didn't, but overall it was
good to have her ideas to ponder for myself. I recommend! I actually am an emphysema sufferer and am
determined to get my entire life back on track like she did Although I am not an MS sufferer, I take
inspiration from Cami Walker. I am an emphysema sufferer and am determined to get my life back on the
right track like she do. Giving unconditionally more often than not uplift our spirits and in that great space
comes good healing and clarity. I actually gave it away. Basically, the author got diagnosed with MS and
was having a really difficult time with processing it, and it brought on her depressive disorder and it brought
back an "conquer" addiction. Keeping positive, acquiring our essesstial meds everyday will place us the
street recoveryl ALL THE BEST Cami. You; Of course the best message was the switch in perspective, in
Attitude, in a way of life that now provided real happiness... This is an extremely candid gentle story about
the energy of giving. I have already passed my copy of her publication on to a friend. A new day time, a new
gift a fresh walk for me to walk. During my 80 years of existence I learned that message and also have now
started composing a book about the blessings. The wonderful writing drew me into Camis existence from
every perspective. As she place her 29 gifts into practice, it had been encouraging to learn as the writer
struggled through her lifestyle. Appreciated all the extra information on MS. Since I was a caregiver for my
hubby who acquired Alzheimers, I could appreciate the stress on cammie's husband and was thankful that
she recognized it aswell. Her story is genuine and grounded yet deeply inspirational.ve produced a notable
difference in many lives This is an extremely candid gentle story about the energy . Excellent from every
perspective! The reserve is based around this concept. Thanks Cami Good book, encouraging to read I saw
this book recommended about my lists once or twice, and did just a little research and decided to test it out
for. I started the challenge and then lifestyle interferences. As the writer shared of her powered lifestyle, and
the health problems that came crashing down on her behalf and her new hubby I possibly could feel her pain
and confusion. I suffered with her through her illness. You'll have to read the book to start to see the
outcome it had on her life. I have not picked up 'the habit' of 29 gifts as a whole, but am pleased I read the
book Great message I read Cami Walker's 29 Gifts in two sittings because it was hard to place down. This is
actually the story of how that prescription transformed her life and inspired her to talk about it with others,
developing into a globally giving movement. My current spiritual path is religious science, science of mind
so I can relate to the value of positive thinking and its own healing effect, not merely on physical conditions.
Cami is definitely a gifted article writer with a lovely message. Cami writes with stark and compelling
honesty that grabbed me from the very first page. Within the depths of despair as her existence is crumbling
from the consequences of MS, an extremely wise woman, Mbali, gives Cami a simple but profound
prescription to provide away 29 gifts in 29 days. Walker was faced with a wellness crisis that triggered her
to start to new suggestions that, over a year's time period, radically changed her existence. Now I'll start
again. Most of the books I personal I want to read them again and again because they're so great. However,
not so much with this reserve. Having a source of help as Cami had with her husband was longer on
awesomness. If you are searching for a book that have a moving and interesting lifestyle changing concept
after that give it a go through. If you are like me and enjoy reading books more self-explanatory then maybe
look for a different book. Gift by gift I had several moments of reflection reading this journey of Cami
Walker. It was a book I could read a chapter or two, and lay it down for a couple days, then go pick it up for



a little more. So-so The concept of this book is great, but Personally i think that some parts were too long
drawn out. The reserve explains the procedure and invites the reader to take part.
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